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Change is really inevitable, especially nowadays that technology is getting more advanced. There are no offices that do not use computer. Anywhere and everywhere modern communication is being used. And teaching is not an exception. Almost all of the teacher used a multi-media approach in teaching. It is really a must to use such kind of teaching methodology simply because teaching involves many conflicting pressures that anyone cannot respond fully. And as a leader, we want some progress and changes especially in terms of teaching - learning process. There are some instances prove that teaching verbally is not enough to make children learned. For some reasons, teachers and children need to adapt themselves to a modernization of our education especially in using different technologies particularly, the computer. Students nowadays are much engage in doing things through the use of technology rather than doing it manually. Although, technology help us to attain a high quality education it is our responsibility to lead and orient the learner to the do's and don'ts of using it. We all know that technology provides and utilizes all types of communication and even facts through the use of internet. It is not enough to have a technology but to learn how to use it on teaching and acquire knowledge out of it is evidence that our pupils will benefit.
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